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Abstract—In this paper we present an asynchronous VLSI
neuromorphic architecture comprising an array of integrate and
fire neurons and dynamic synapse circuits with programmable
weights. To store synaptic weight values, we designed a novel
asynchronous SRAM block, integrated it on chip and connected
it to the dynamic synapse circuits, via a fast current-mode
DAC. The control and data signals used for programming the
weights into the SRAM, as well as the standard input and output
signals, are encoded using the AER representation. The device
acts as a transceiver, both receiving Address-Events in input and
transmitting them as output spikes. The possibility of changing
the synaptic weights via the AER protocol allows the flexibility of
exploring different STDP learning algorithms in a mixed SW/HW
setup. We provide experimental results measured from the chip
that demonstrate the correct behavior of all the circuit blocks
implemented on the chip.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
VLSI networks of spiking neurons offer promising solutions
to problems involving realtime sensory processing and online
learning of spatio-temporal patterns. A wide range of neuromorphic devices, comprising silicon neurons, synapses, and
synaptic learning mechanisms has been developed in the past
years (see [1] for a recent review). Many of the devices proposed comprise hardwired learning algorithms directly implemented on-chip [2]–[6], or make use of floating-gate structures
which impose constraints on the learning algorithms that can
be implemented [7]–[10], or do not implement biologically
realistic synaptic dynamics [11], [12].
Spike-based learning mechanisms are still a subject of
active investigation, and indeed a wide range of Spike-Timing
Dependent Plasticity (STDP) [13], [14] learning mechanisms
have been proposed in the theoretical neuroscience literature [15]–[17]. In order to explore different learning strategies
in real-time VLSI neuromorphic systems it is therefore desirable to design (and hard-wire) circuits with complex synaptic
dynamics, but leaving at the same time enough flexibility for
changing the weight-update rules, according to the learning
algorithm of interest.
We present a prototype chip comprising a network of
biophysically realistic silicon neurons and dynamic synapses,
which incorporates also a programmable asynchronous Static
Random Access Memory (SRAM) block for storing synaptic
weights. Input and output spikes are transmitted in realtime using the asynchronous Address Event Representation
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(AER) [18]. Upon the arrival of an input Address-Event, the
digital weight stored in the SRAM cells addressed is used to
drive a Digital to Analog Converter (DAC), which outputs a
current proportional to the synaptic weight value. The output
of the DAC can then be used by synapse integrator circuits [19]
to produce Excitatory or Inhibitory Post-Synaptic Currents
(EPSC or IPSC respectively), with biologically plausible temporal dynamics.
If used in their linear range, the synapse circuits can
indeed be multiplexed to integrate sequences of input spikes
in time. What is typically accomplished by spatial summation
of currents produced by multiple instantiations of synaptic
circuits, with different synaptic weights [2]–[6], is done here
by using one single time-multiplexed temporal filter, and the
compact asynchronous SRAM. As the AER circuits preserve
the timing of the input and output spikes, this device can be
used in hybrid Hardware (HW) and Software (SW) setups to
explore the effect of different SW STDP learning algorithms,
while executing them in real-time on the HW neural network.
In this paper we describe the chip architecture and present
experimental results, measured from the fabricated chip,
demonstrating its correct functionality.
II. T HE CHIP ARCHITECTURE
The chip proposed was implemented using a standard
0.35µm CMOS process. It implements an array of hybrid
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analog/digital neuron and synapse circuits interfaced to an
asynchronous SRAM block [20], [21] (see Fig. 1). The overall
network (neural core plus memory block) occupies an area
of 1.165 mm2 , excluding pads, bias generator, and peripheral
Input/Output (I/O) circuits.
Input AER decoders are used to select both memory cell
in the SRAM block and synapse type in the neural core. The
SRAM block has 32 × 32 5 bit memory words, for storing
synaptic weight values. Each bit cell in the memory was
designed using a traditional 6-transistor scheme, and occupies
an area of 5.25×8 µm2 . The neural core block has 32 neurons
connected to 32×4 different synapse circuits (2 excitatory and
2 inhibitory synapse circuits per neuron). The bias generator
block [22] is used to set all parameters required to configure
the properties of synapses, neurons, and additional control
circuits. Output AER encoders transmit the neuron spikes as
asynchronous Address-Events.
The SRAM block is digital, but fully asynchronous. The
main difference with conventional SRAMs lies in the control
circuitry, implemented by an asynchronous controller block
which was inspired by the one originally proposed in [21].
The asynchronous controller manages the data transfer to the
memory, using a standard AER link. Specifically, it enables
the SRAM block to receive AER bundled-data signals in
input, and to transmit dual-rail data in output. The dual-rail
(1-of-2 code) representation is a type of data encoding for
asynchronous communication which ensures delay-insensitive
signal communication by using two wires per data bit [20].
Each SRAM word stores the value of the weight to be
used by one of the four synapses belonging to the same row:
when a memory word in the SRAM block is accessed, the
asynchronous controller transmits the stored memory content
to the corresponding synapse circuit selected by the AER input
synapse decoder. The synapse circuit, implemented using the
Differential Pair Integrator (DPI) proposed in [19], produces
a current which is then integrated by the neuron on the
corresponding row. The neuron circuits are implemented using
the low-power adaptive exponential integrate-and-fire neuron
described in [1]. Neurons and synapses have global parameters
(i.e., all neurons have the same leak conductance, the same
refractory period, etc.) Having four sets of synapses per neuron
with independent parameters allows us to implement both
excitatory and inhibitory synapses with two possible time
constants each, providing the chip with 32×4 virtual synapses
per neuron (4096 synapses in total).
Figure 2 shows how the 5 bit word from the memory block
is used to set the synaptic weight. The bits from the selected
word are routed to the synapse and control the switches that
choose the desired combination of I0 − I4 for setting Iw . As
for the other parameters in the system, the five parallel current
sources (I0 − I4 ) can be programmed by using the on-chip
bias-generator, with currents that range from pico-Amperes
to micro-Amperes. Using this scheme, classical DAC design
issues (e.g. for settling times, speed, and precision) are avoided
because the precise current values are set by constant global
biases, and the digital data is only used for activating digital
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Fig. 2. Current-mode DAC and excitatory synaptic dynamics DPI circuit.
The DPI circuit (top yellow block) implements the synaptic response temporal
dynamics, while the current-mode DAC (bottom green block), determines the
amplitude of the synaptic weight current Iw .

switches.
The Iw determines the maximum Isyn current produced by
the DPI, which corresponds to the synapse Excitatory Post
Synaptic Current (EPSC) [19]. The linear properties of the
DPI circuit allow to model the effect of spatial integration of
N synapses (potentially with N different weights) by temporal
superposition of the EPSCs produced by subsequent AddressEvents sent to N different memory words and to the same DPI
circuit. With the architecture scheme proposed, it is sufficient
to use just one synapse circuit with 5 global parameters and N
memory cells, rather than N instantiations of the same synapse
circuit, and N global parameters.
An additional source of flexibility and re-configurability is
provided by a “dendritic multiplexer” circuit, placed between
the synapses and the neurons (see Fig. 1) that allows to
route the currents produced on each row of synapses to
selected subsets of neurons. In its default configuration all
the synapse circuits of each row are connected to the neurons
on their corresponding row with a one-to-one mapping, thus
providing 32 output neurons each with 32×4 input synapses.
By using this multiplexer, synapses can be disconnected from
the neurons belonging to the same row, and merged together
with synapses belonging to different rows, to integrate all
their output currents onto a different set of neurons. This is
effectively allocating more synapses per neuron, at the cost of
a reduced set of usable output neurons. In the extreme case, all
rows are shorted together and connected to only one neuron
circuit, thus providing one single output neuron, but with
32×32×4 inputs. This multiplexing scheme is particularly
useful for applications that need to process signals with large
input dimensions (e.g. images).
III. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we present preliminary test results from
the fabricated device. To verify the functionality of the chip,
we first programmed the SRAM cells with different digital
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Fig. 3. AER input signal timings: upon receiving an input chip request
signal (ChipReq) the asynchronous, pipe-lined AER input circuits produce
an output chip acknowledge signal (ChipAck ). Validity-check circuits in the
asynchronous controller block then generate a pixel acknowledge signal (see
/PixAck ) used to terminate the handshaking cycle.

words; then we measured the synapse EPSCs (Isyn of Fig. 2)
and verified that the synaptic weights are properly encoded
by the SRAM content; subsequently, we verified that the
neuron circuits produce output spike trains in response to
synaptic currents, and that the AER output circuits transmit
the corresponding events accordingly.
Figure 3 shows the input AER handshaking signals for a
sequence of input spikes and verifies correct implementation
of four-phase handshake protocol. The asynchronous digital
circuits used to manage the input bundled data representation produce a ChipAck acknowledge signal in response
to input ChipReq request signals. In addition, new on-chip
asynchronous circuits produce a /PixAck “data valid” signal
from the dual-rail output of the SRAM block, to activate the
DACs that set the weighted synaptic current, and to terminate
the input handshaking cycle. A useful performance metric to
measure in these types of systems is the maximum number
of events per second that can be consumed: as demonstrated
by the ChipReq period in Fig. 3, the chip can receive
approximately 5.8 M events/s. This is however due to the
explicit delays programmed in the AER setup currently used.
In principle the ChipReq signal could be de-asserted as soon
as the ChipAck signal reaches 3.3V. In this case the maximum
input rate could easily reach 10 M events/s.
The measurements of the analog synaptic currents are shown
in Fig. 4. For these measurements we biased all synapses
to produce EPSCs with biologically realistic time-constants,
of the order of tens of milliseconds, and stimulated them
using different synaptic weights. The synaptic currents were
measured by reading a local copy of the relevant Isyn current
off-chip, and by using an off-chip current to voltage converter.
We were able to verify the expected linear behavior of the DPI
circuit by comparing spatial to temporal superposition effects.
The HW temporal superposition trace of Fig. 4 shows the Isyn
current measured from three “virtual” synapses multiplexed in
time. The measurement was done by sending three subsequent
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Fig. 4. Synaptic circuit response to three different weighted inputs measured
from different virtual and physical synapses (see text for details). The figure
inset shows the measured individual responses for the three different weight
settings.

address-events to three different memory cells (with different
weight values stored) connected to the same physical DPI
circuit. For comparison, we also computed the temporal and
spatial superposition of the three measured EPSCs in SW.
For the SW spatial superposition computation, we measured
the EPSC of three distinct DPI circuits on different rows,
using the same weight values used for the virtual synapses.
For the SW temporal superposition computation we measured
the EPSC of the same DPI circuit for three different times,
each time with one of the three different weight values used
before. We recorded the individual responses and summed the
three traces in SW. The inset of Fig. 4 shows the individual
EPSC measurements of all real and virtual synapse responses.
The digital synaptic weight bits stored in the memory cells
of the first row are: 00111, 01010 and 01101 respectively,
while the DAC biases Vw0−4 of the synapse were biased at
1.3V, 1.5V, 1.7V, 1.9V and 2.1V respectively. The fact that
the temporal superposition done in HW is equivalent to the
spatial (and temporal) summation done in SW demonstrates
that the DPI circuit behaves as a linear filter. The minor
differences present in the data are most likely due to device
mismatch effects present in the different synapse circuits used.
In addition to saving precious silicon real-estate, the strategy of
using a single multiplexed DPI to implement multiple (virtual)
synapses on each neuron has also the benefit of eliminating
the problem of device mismatch effects.
In a final experiment we tested the functionality of the whole
signal pathway, from the input AER circuits to the output AER
ones. We initialized synaptic weights with two different values:
a low value for the top half of the array, and a high value for
the bottom half. We then stimulated the first excitatory synapse
of each neuron in the array with a regular spike train at 200 Hz
for two seconds. The raster plot shown in Fig. 5 demonstrates
the correct functionality of the overall chip, showing how the
events in input produce events in output with the expected
firing rates. We used only two synaptic weight values to point
out how device mismatch effects are very small, even when
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Fig. 5. Left: raster plot of the silicon neuron spikes, in response to regular
input spike trains of 200 Hz, sent to synapses with two different synaptic
weight settings. Right: histogram of the neuron mean frequencies.

looking at the full input-output signal pathway (see histogram
of Fig. 5).
IV. C ONCLUSION
We proposed a novel device comprising both a neuromorphic “neural core”, with biophysically realistic analog
synapse and neuron circuits, as well as a fully asynchronous
digital memory block. We presented experimental results,
demonstrating the proper functionality of all the major circuit
blocks the chip: the data of Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 demonstrate
that input events are successfully transmitted through the input
AER stages onto the SRAM block, that the SRAM provides
in output the expected bits (previously programmed into the
memory), that the synapse converts the stored digital word into
a properly weighted synaptic current, and that the synaptic
dynamics block has the expected linear filtering properties.
The data of Fig. 5 shows that the synaptic currents get properly
integrated by the spiking neurons and that the spikes get
properly converted into AER events and transmitted by the
output AER stages.
We now plan to apply the chip proposed for testing different
STDP learning strategies in the context of real-time neuromorphic sensory-motor systems.
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